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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Ancients is an
action-packed thriller in the Event Group series by David Lynn
Golemon. The lost city of Atlantis is the stuff of legend. A vast
treasure of secret knowledge and unimaginable wealth. An
entire civilisation that disappeared for unknown reasons,
forgotten in the mists of time. But now, battle lines are being
drawn to claim the immense power which once resided there.
On one side, led by Colonel Jack Collins, is the Event Group - a
top secret government organisation made of the most brilliant
soldiers, scientists and historians on earth, all dedicated to
discovering the truth behind the world's greatest unsolved
myths. They must take down a shadowy conspiracy of men
fuelled by hatred who want to unleash a weapon which could
change life as we know it forever.The Event Group must race
against time to end a twelve thousand year-old trail of
destructive malice in David Lynn Golemon's Ancients. The
Event Group series also includes Event and Legend. Praise for
David Lynn Golemon and the EVENT series: Sure to satisfy fans
of The X-Files . (Publishers Weekly). Imagine mixing in a blender
Tom Clancy with the movie Predator and the X-Files...
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Very helpful to any or all category of men and women. It is definitely simplified but unexpected situations within the 50
% of your publication. I am very easily could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .

Complete guide for pdf fans. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just very
happy to let you know that this is basically the very best pdf we have read through inside my own life and may be he
greatest pdf for ever.
-- Tevin Nikola us-- Tevin Nikola us
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